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Semester I 
COC 111: Security Analysis and Capital Markets: 

On successful completion of Course, the candidate will be prepared with a comprehensive and in 

depth knowledge about security analysis. 

 

COC 112: Fundamentals of Financial Services: 

On successful completion of Course, the candidate will be prepared with a comprehensive and in 

depth knowledge about various Financial Services. 

 

COC 113 Title of the Course: Managerial Accounting: 

After having followed the course activities, the student will be able to: 

1. Understand fundamental concepts in financial, cost & management accounting 

2. Develop analytical skills associated with the interpretation of accounting reports 

3. Enable students in systematically applying Management Accounting Concepts in real life 

situations and develop judgmental skills associated with the use of accounting information in 

decision making. 

 

COC 114: New Venture Creation: 
After having followed the course activities, the student will be able to: 

1. Able to identify themselves as part of one of the growth agents, viz., entrepreneurs, 

intrapreneurs, or government. 

2. Able to understand various methods available for business valuation. 

3. Able to prepare a business plan and identifying the appropriate financing agencies. 

4. Understand the evolution and importance of venture capital and its economic impact. 

5. Able to apply best management practices at each and every life cycle stages of a business 

venture. 

 

Semester II 
 

COC 211: International Financial Management: 

After having followed the course activities, the student will be able to:  

1. Understand the International Monetary systems and the measurement of Exchange rate 

Determinations, the basics of Currency Markets, Foreign Exchange Markets and t various 

players in market, understand the trading, clearing and settlement mechanism related to 

Exchange Traded Currency Derivatives markets and basic investment strategies that use 

currency Futures and Options products. 

2. To understand the foreign exchange exposures and risk management techniques used by 

Multinational Companies. To know the regulatory environment in which the Exchange 

Traded Currency Derivatives. 



 

COC 212: Management of Financial Services: 

The learning outcomes of this course are: 

1. Student will be equipped with the knowledge of basic knowledge of Management of 

Financial services 

2. Student will learn the process and methodology of Credit rating of Credit Rating 

Agencies etc. 

3. Students will understand the working mechanism of Securitization with Legal Aspects 

and Depositories Operations 

 

 

 

COC 213: Portfolio Management: 

To enable independent management of portfolio by the candidate on successful completion of 

the course. 

 

COC 214: Research Methodology: 

1. Successfully carryout content analysis and identify (a) existing research gap, (b) source 

of data and collection of data, and (c) statistical tools for analysing the data. 

2. Clearly understanding WHAT is the problem / issue needs to be studied, WHY such 

study is required, and HOW the study is going to be completed. 

3. Frame relevant research questions, objectives, and related hypothesis. 

4. Logically identifying the relevant data to be used for analysing various objectives. 

5. How to prepare research reports in the most effective way so that the result reaches wider 

audience. 

6. How to ensure intellectual honesty and ethics. 

 

 

Semester III 
 

 

COO 311: Investment and Financing Decisions: 

On successful completion of course, the students are expected to: 

1. Understand various forms of market imperfections and their implications for financial 

managers 

2. Understand the value impact of capital structure 

3. Have a greater appreciation and understanding of the importance of risk within the 

context of financial decision making 

 

COO 312: Corporate Mergers and Acquisitions: 

On successful completion of Course, the candidate will be prepared with a comprehensive and in 

depth knowledge about Mergers and Acquisitions. And comprehensive and broad based 

knowledge about various forms of re-Organizations, Theories of Mergers, Types of Mergers & 

Mergers and Acquisitions Process and Takeover Defenses. 

 

 



COO 314: Direct Taxes: 

The learning outcomes of this course are: 

1. Student will be equipped with the knowledge of basic concepts of income tax, residence 

status of the individual, incidence of the tax as well as exemptions from the income 

2. Student will learn to compute the gross total income and tax liability of an individual. 

3. Student will be prepared to file the returns of income tax. 

4. Students will also learn the different areas of corporate tax planning. 

 

COO 315: Corporate Valuation: 

To enable independent valuation of a corporate entity by the candidate on successful completion 

of the course. 

 

Semester IV 
COO 411: Working Capital and Dividend Decisions: 

On successful completion of the course, the students are expected to: 

1. Evaluate comparative working capital management policies and their impact on the firm's 

profitability, liquidity, risk and operating flexibility. 

2. Evaluate the importance of effective working capital management and its role in meeting 

the firm's strategic objectives and its impact in value creation. 

3. Understand how dividend decisions affect share prices. 

 

COO 412: Management of Mutual Funds: 

 

On successful completion of Course, the candidate should: Know the basics of mutual funds, 

their role and structure, different kinds of mutual fund schemes and their features organization 

structure and services can be recommended to investors and prospective investors in the market. 

Get oriented to distribution and acquainted with Offer Document – NFO, SID, SAI and KIM and 

investing schemes as an approach to investing in Mutual Funds. 

 

 

COO 414: GST and Other Indirect Taxes: 

The learning outcomes of this course are: 

1. Student will be equipped with the knowledge of basic concepts of goods and service tax, 

CGST, SGCT, IGST, classification of goods and valuation rules. 

2. Student will learn the basic procedures under GST incorporating the registration, filing of 

returns and payment of tax. 

3. Student will be equipped with the knowledge of composition scheme under GST, 

Exemptions under GST, concept of supply of goods, nature of supply. 

4. Students will also learn about the customs law, valuation and baggage rules. 

 

 

COO 415: Cost Management and Control: 

This course enables the students to understand and apply cost accounting tools and techniques 

used for taking managerial decisions Students also able to do project planning and Review of 

controlling techniques. 
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Semester I 

COC120: Cost and Management Accounting  

Upon Completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. Apply Cost Accounting concepts and techniques in the decision-making process.  

2. Make decisions such as pricing, special order pricing, make-or-buy and elimination of a part 

of the company or replacement of equipment.  

3. Understand the relevance of different types of costs in the decision-making process such as 

relevant costs, sunk costs or controllable costs.  

4. Understand fundamental concepts in Financial, Cost & Management Accounting.  

5. Develop analytical skills associated with the preparation and interpretation of Financial 

Statement  

 

 

COC 121: Advanced Financial Management 

Upon Completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. Gain expert knowledge of principles and concepts used in finance;  

2. Be able to find out the best course of action among several financial options;  

3. Gain the understanding to apply financial concepts and principles in overall management of 

an enterprise;  

4. Learn to manage short-term resources of a business firm; and  

5. Have an idea as to how financial management decisions are taken in the Public sector 

undertakings  

6. Gain understanding of the concept of Earnings management  

 

COC122 Course: Business Statistics & Research Methodology: 

Upon completion of the curse the students will be able to:  

1. Successfully carryout Content Analysis.  

2. Identify and collect relevant data and use appropriate tool for analysing the data.  

3. Ensuring intellectual honesty and ethics while preparing research report  

COC 123 Course: Business Environment and International Trade 

After the completion of this course, the students will be able to  

1. Able to scan the environment and its effects on business.  

2. Enable to analysis economic system and the policies.  

3. Equip with provisions of the Government with respect to the business  

4. Cop- up with the international practices in the business.  



Semester II 

 

COC 220: Advance Corporate Accounting: 

After the completion of this course, the students will be able to deal with all the corporate related 

affairs.  

 

COC221: Human Resource Management 

Upon completion of the course the students will be able to:  

1. Understand the basic concepts of Human Resource Management (HRM).  

2. Contribute to the development, implementation, and evaluation of employee recruitment, 

selection, and retention plans and processes.  

3. Administer and contribute to the design and evaluation of the performance management 

program.  

4. Develop, implement, and evaluate employee orientation, training, and development 

programs.  

COC222: Marketing Management: 

Upon completion of the curse the students will be able to:  

1. Understand the significance of Marketing Mix.  

2. Perform market segmentation, targeting and positioning based on consumer profiling.  

3. Assess the recent developments in marketing area.  

COC 223: Banking and Financial Institutions: 

After Completion of these course Students will able to:  

1. Understand the role of Banking in the Economy.  

2. Understand the Risk management of the Banking Sector and gain in-depth knowledge of 

banking services. 

3. Understand the Economic Role of Financial Intermediaries and will gain knowledge of other 

Non-Financial Institutions. 


